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Chapter 1 : FictFact - Chicagoland Vampires series by Chloe Neill
As the only vampire child ever born, some believed Elisa Sullivan had all the luck. But the magic that helped bring her
into the world left her with a dark secret. Shifter Connor Keene, son of the Apex of the North American Central Pack, is
the only one she trusts with it.

Her birth place is in the south and she was also raised there, but now she lives in the Midwest. To keep an eye
on everything for her books, she made her home just close to St. She cooks at home and searches on the
Internet for a better graphic design and a good recipe while she is not busy with her books. The name of her
dogs are Baxter and Scout. She maintains a good relation with her husband, children and the dogs by spending
time with them. Both Chloe and her photographer husband made the dogs in charge of their home. Her first
series was Chicagoland Vampires which is an urban fantasy vampire romance novel, which is set in the
Chicago city. New American Library made the publication of this series. The main character of this series is
Merit who is a 28 year- old student and a Ph. The second series Dark Elite is about a girl named Lily Parker,
who is sent to a boarding school for girls named St. Chloe Neill finds many things that she is unaware of about
Chicago, while living there. She takes the help from her friends and makes an ally to fight and make a good
fight. The name of the fight is Adepts Vs. At the start of the story, the character name Merit is living in
Wicker Park Brownstone with her best friend Mallory and roommate friends. While returning from the library,
she is attacked by Ethan Sullivan on campus late at night in order to save her life she is turned into a vampire.
She is invited to join Cadogan House and to decide her allegiances she is given one week time before the
Commendation ceremony in the House. Chicago police is investigating about the vampire community and
their connections to the murder and the same time Merit involves in a difficult situation with her grandfather
and his co- workers, her roommate, the sultry and mysterious Celina, her new Master and his girlfriend. Along
with this she must also decide whom she can trust. The vampire community has become a certain level of
celebrity after the first incident and there are rumors that the Shifter pack leader Gabriel Keene in trying to
make conference in Chicago for shape- shifters and the Chicago World Weekly, mainly Jamie Breckenridge
are taking a good interest in the underground raves of the vampires. As Ethan and Merit are trying to use their
high society connections, the vampire community faces a new trouble by a past boyfriend of Merit. She has a
sense of modern well- known fashion that consists of jeans and T-shirts and while she is bitten, she is working
on her literature on Romantic Medieval. She was a former ballet dancer and is a fan of the musicals named
Bears and the Cubs. Her parents died in a car accident a long time ago and she lives with her best friend Merit
in the house that she inherited from her great- aunt Rose. He wears a black impeccable Armani suit. He has a
strong jaw, a cleft chin and a dark brown hair. He has a strong feeling for Merit. He operates the nightclub and
is born in Madison and is a Packer fan. He is 29 years old and has tattoos on his body with shaved head and
pale green eyes. He gets involved with Mallory and among the Four magical Keys, he is an expert in the
Second one. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the
town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher
has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks
we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail below to start getting these
recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured Author Our author of the
month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has written over novels with
multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series. Did You Knowâ€¦ Besides short
story and novel writing, Clive Barker has been actively involved in screenwriting and film production.
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Series also known as:* Vampiri di Chicago [Italian]Spinoff: Heirs of Chicagoland blog.quintoapp.com Some Girl.

The problems besetting Navarre house have finally been revealed as two of their vampires become attempted
assassins in a very public attack. This is one of those hard reviews to write. The writing was well paced, the
action seems nicely described. The two main plots were nicely interwoven, related and each got sufficient time
and attention to be properly developed and come to a natural conclusion. Merit continues to be a relatively fun
character, active and in control without being overwhelming and eclipsing everyone else. There was also more
presence from the other women around her, the other female guards, Helen who runs the house, Margot the
cook, Mallory her best friend. I also like that Mallory is finally coming from beneath the shadow of her past
misdeeds to be a less controversial and dubious presence in the book always haunted by her own guilt I also
appreciated that Merit managed to be intelligent and insightful in this book without the need for everyone else
to suddenly lose half of their brain cells. It has been an unfortunate habit of the series to make Merit seem
extremely intelligent by making everyone elseâ€¦ somewhat limited in their comprehension. I do think this
book could have been improved by a little more development â€” Mallory and Catcher want to rejoin the
magical organisationâ€¦ ok, why? What does this organisation actually do? Why is membership an advantage?
We have a miscellaneous criminal group doing criminal things â€” expand on that please. We have a new
American Vampire organisation â€” ok, what does that mean? What does it do? I was starving for some
exposition to make me more invested in this book and the world Especially since Merit and Ethan leave this
book pretty much as they came in. I can understand not needing to grow a character every book â€” but this
book was so micro-focused on them that it felt like there should have been something Now to some actual
issues The first issue I have is that one of the big bads in this book tries to sexually assault Merit. The book
does do a good job of showing this as a hard experience for Merit and not something she can just get over,
equally it shows Ethan being highly respectful of that and giving her the space she needs. But it remains that
we have a sexual assault that added nothing to the book except traumatising Merit for the sake ofâ€¦ ofâ€¦ I
actually have no idea. It was just there. It had another minorly irritating side effect â€” because of woo-woo,
Merit ends up having issues with Ethan getting too close to her. The idea that a vampire can fight a human and
has a strong edge â€” but that an edge is all they have â€” is an interesting one. No, what bemuses me is the
lack of political power, specifically the lack of wealth. Why are the vampires so bad with money? Ethan is
supposed to be years old. And we have a problem with inclusion. The Chicagoland Vampires series is set, as is
pretty obvious, in Chicago a very racially diverse city. This would surprise you reading the books. I think
there are two completely nameless POC, one a secretary, one a supplicant for Ethan who we breeze past. This
is more glaring because this is book 11 in a series that continues to have very few POC. It also has no LGBT
characters â€” and erasure that has also continued through 11 books and an enormous number of characters In
the end, I liked this book. I had no trouble reading it. While nothing made me want to put the book down,
there was also nothing compelling me to pick it up once I had put it down. It was good, it was not bad â€” but
that feels like a kind of damning way to praise a book.
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Chicagoland Vampires is a series of urban fantasy vampire romance novels by American author Chloe Neill which are
set in the city and environs of Chicago.

Chicago, Illinois It was midnight in Chicago, and all was well. It was surrounded by an imposing fence meant
to keep our enemies at bay, guarded by men and women who risked their lives to keep the House safe from
attack. Tonight, as summer gave way to fall and a cool breeze spilled across the quiet dark, there was peace.
Katana at my side, and having finished my patrol of the expansive grounds, I nodded at the guard at the gate
and jogged up the stairs to the glowing portico. One final look, one last glance, to ensure quiet in the realm,
and then I opened the door. A vampire manned the front desk, and three othersâ€”supplicants seeking time
with Ethan Sullivan, Master of the Houseâ€”waited on a bench along one side. There was a flurry of
movement and activity because the Master of Cadogan House was getting married tomorrow. A vampire with
dark skin and a shaved head rounded the corner into the foyer. He wore a slim-cut dark suitâ€”the official
Cadogan House uniformâ€”his skin contrasting vividly with the crisp white shirt and pale green of his eyes.
He tracked the room, found me, and walked my way. The CPD had to pull in extra staff to monitor. Chicago,
and Cadogan House in particular, seemed to attract it. Their help gave Ethan more time to lead the House, and
me more time to ensure its safety. Every eye in the place turned to him, including mine. To the contraryâ€”that
he was mine, and I was most assuredly his, made the impact even more forceful. His hair was golden blond
and shoulder length, his eyes the green of new emeralds. His jaw was square, his nose straight, his lips usually
either quirked in a wicked grin or pulled into a serious lineâ€”the expression of a Master with weight on his
shoulders. He also wore the Cadogan uniformâ€”a trim black suit that fitted him like the expensive, bespoke
garment it probably was. He wore a white button-down beneath, the top button unclasped to show the
gleaming silver teardrop of the Cadogan medal that hung at his throat. It was a mark of solidarity, of unity,
among the vampires of Cadogan House. And he wore it as well as he did everything else. Beside him was a
small woman with tan skin and dark hair. She was a vampire, at least based on the invisible buzz of magic
around her. And given the tightness around her eyes, she was a vampire with worries. But when I looked back
at Ethan, his gaze was fixed on me. Sentinel, he said through our telepathic connection, taking in the leather
and steel of my ensemble. I like the look of you. His smile was just a little bit wicked. Malik and I walked
toward him. Lindsey shook her head, mouth tight. Not for lack of trying, Luc never quite got the references
right. Probably not entirely unexpected for a century-old vampire. Ethan slid his hands into his pockets, lifted
his chin in amusement.
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Chloe Neill is the New York Times bestselling author of the Chicagoland Vampires Novels, the Devil's Isle Novels, and a
YA series, the Dark Elite. Chloe was born and raised in the South, but now makes her home in the Midwest.

Vampires are the only supernatural beings who have announced their existence to the human public; however,
almost all human governing officials know of the remaining supernatural species. Vampires are to swear
alliance to their Masters during Commendation ceremonies and from then on are to faithfully serve their
Houses and Masters. There are 12 houses in the United States: Cadogan House, founded by Peter Cadogan, is
the second oldest and only house in Chicago that still drinks from humans there are two others worldwide.
There is also a faction of rogue vampires around the United States who do not have affiliations with any of the
Houses; for political purposes, they are represented by Noah Beck. Unlike other vampire series, these
vampires become unconscious when the sun rises and not only eat food but crave it. Shapeshifters[ edit ]
Shapeshifters are the supernatural group with the largest numbersâ€”over within the United States. They are
born with the ability to shift freely from human to animal usually with one specific animal and human form.
They are politically organized into packs, four of which exist in the United States. The Central North
American Pack is the most notable pack within the series. It is led by Apex Gabriel Keene. Shifters and
vampires have a tenuous relationship since the Second Clearings, when shifters purportedly retreated to
Alaska, blended in with the Wilderness, and forced the vampires to fight for themselves. Sorcerers and
Witches[ edit ] While all supernaturals contain elements of magic, sorcerers and witches have the ability to
harness and manipulate that magic. Their powers are broken down into four classes based on knowledge of the
so-called minor and major Keys. They are politically organized under a large unionâ€”the Order Union of
Amalgamated Sorcerers and Spellcasters â€”which is broken down into local chapters. Nymphs[ edit ]
Nymphs are small, slim, busty, doe-eyed, moody females prone to tears and territorial behavior. Fairies[ edit ]
Fairies comprise the external security company that protects the Cadogan Vampire House. This arrangement
comes to a dramatic end due to the events of the seventh book, "House Rules". Angels and Demons[ edit ]
Characters [2] [ edit ] Caroline Evelyn Merit[ edit ] Known by her last name, Merit is a dark haired, blue eyed,
27 year old English graduate student at the University of Chicago , working on her dissertation Romantic
Medieval literature when she is bitten. She is an avid fan of the Bears and the Cubs , musicals, and was a
former ballet dancer. Her well-known fashion sense consists of T-shirts, jeans and Pumas rather than the
fashion couture associated with Cadogan house. At the end of Some Girls Bite , Ethan names her Sentinel of
the Cadogan house, a traditional role not utilized in the houses for quite a long time. Merit has a brother and
sister, Charlotte and Robert. In Hard Bitten we learn that Merit had another sister that died in a car accident
that nearly killed Joshua and Meredith Merit, as well. Merit has always thought of herself as a replacement for
the lost Caroline. Merit has been deemed a "strong-minded, sharp-witted heroine". Merit and Ethan got
engaged in Midnight Marked. They got married in Blade Bound and had a daughter named Elisa. She lost her
parents in car accident years ago and inherited the house she and Merit live in from her great-aunt Rose. After
Merit is turned, she begins to show signs of being a witch. She then becomes both romantically involved with
and trained by Catcher Bell. She falls under the influence of powerful dark magic in "Drink Deep" and briefly
turns evil, creating havoc until the dark magic object is destroyed in "Biting Cold". She served magical
probation under the watchful eye of the North Atlantic Central Pack for a while. She and Catcher get married
at the end of Dark Debt. They had a kid at the end of Blade Bound. He is known for his impeccable black
Armani suits. As demonstrated by the tension between the characters in Some Girls Bite , Ethan and Merit
have an on again off again romance for a little while. They start officially dating in Biting Cold. He proposed
to Merit in Midnight Marked. They got married and had a daughter named Elisa in Blade Bound. He also gave
Merit the nickname "Duchess". He has dark brown, cropped, vaguely wavy hair, a cleft chin, and a strong jaw.
He is a Packer fan, born in Madison and operates the night club Red, which he inherited from his father.
Morgan reveals his feelings for Merit in Some Girls Bite. He becomes head of Navarre at the end of Some
Girls Bite. Morgan asks Ethan for the official right to court Merit, but to no avail; the relationship never
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blossomed. His sustained affiliation with the evil previous head of his house causes concern for Merit,
especially considering that Celina is determined to kill Merit. He is a "gruff" year-old with a shaved head,
tattoos, and pale green eyes. In Friday Night Bites , he was kicked out of the Order for unknown reasons
connected to his desire to stay in Chicago. Although this relationship is strained to the breaking point due to
the events of "Drink Deep" and "Biting Cold", it is showing signs of recovering. Jeff Christopher[ edit ] Jeff,
introduced in Some Girls Bite is a tall, lanky, mop-topped, year-old computer prodigy and shapeshifter of
unknown shape. Becomes involved with Fallon Keene in Twice Bitten , though he still lightheartedly flirts
with Merit relentlessly. It is later revealed that Jeff Christopher is a large white tiger, proving that looks can
definitely be deceiving. He is tall and lean with chestnut hair and blue eyes. He is the CEO of Merit
Properties, a real estate development company that manages high rises and apartment complexes throughout
Chicago. He is a powerful and manipulative member of the Chicago Growth Council. His relationship with
Merit is strained. He offered to pay Ethan Sullivan to make Merit a vampire, but was denied. After Merit
found out about this their relationship became even more strained. However, it is shown in rare moments that
he does care for his daughter. A woman of propriety, she has blonde, well-coiffed hair and is always dressed
perfectly. She is married to Major Corkburger. They have a baby, Olivia, and an older daughter Mary
Katherine. Lindsey has been in the House for years and is the resident psychic. She is a blonde known for her
stilettos and designer jeans. Originally from Iowa , she is an avid Yankees fan who maintains a rather
confused relationship with Luc in Books 1 and 2 and finally begins dating him in Hard Bitten, having been
brought together by grief. She becomes close friends with Merit from the beginning, and they grow close
working together in the guard. He is a rule-bound dutiful Guard who is respected and trusted by Ethan. Luc is
secretly interested in Lindsey, a fellow guard. He is approximately six feet tall, with a thin build and brown
hair just past his shoulders. He has been in Cadogan for 38 years and is known for his "contacts. Kelley[ edit ]
Kelley is a year-old, dark-haired Cadogan Guard known for her mechanical and software genius. She is
introduced in Some Girls Bite. He has been a member of the House since Said to have "a shaved head and
clear green eyes. They turn out to be shapeshifters. In "Hard Bitten", it is discovered that he is pushing drugs
to rogue vampires, causing them to lose control and is also aiding Celina in her attempts to destroy Merit and
Cadogan House. Arrested and imprisoned, he is freed by the prejudiced new mayor in "Biting Cold", where it
is revealed that he is a "messenger of peace" or an angel, possessed by his twin brother, Domanic, who is a
rogue "messenger of justice" or demon. She is currently the Master of her own house in San Diego. During her
time at Cadogan, she was believed to have been involved with Ethan. When she returns, she tried to break
Ethan and Merit up by stating that Merit is cheating on Ethan. When Merit was offered a place with the Red
Guard, Jonah was to be her partner. He falls for Merit but keeps his distance when Ethan comes back. He and
Merit share a platonic relationship. She is attacked on campus late at night on her way back from the library
and turned vampire by Ethan Sullivan in order to save her life. While coping with her new "vampire-ness," its
thirst, and its required training, Merit must also decide where her new allegiances lie and who she can trust.
English Graduate student no more, Merit must make a quick adjustment to her new existenceâ€”both her life
and the lives of those around her depend on it. There is word the shifter pack leader Gabriel Keene intends to
hold a shapeshifters conference in Chicago, and there are also rumors that the Chicago World Weekly, and
Jamie Breckenridge in particular, is taking a particular interest in the underground vampire raves flash mobs of
sorts that meet and mass feed. Merit is adjusting to finally completing the change. Her attraction to Ethan
Sullivan is being put towards the back of her mind. Merit has a big secret in which she is keeping from
everyone. A secret society of vampires is attempting to recruit Merit. They think she could potentially be a big
help. One night Merit and Ethan go on a mission to help bring the shape shifters to Chicago. It is at a bar. The
leaders from all four shape shifter divisions are in attendance. At some point the bar is under the attack of
gunfire. Merit, as Sentinel, is supposed to be protecting the House ruler Sullivan. In reality, Sullivan is the one
to jump onto Merit and protect her from the gunfire.
Chapter 5 : Chicagoland Vampires - Wikipedia
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Chloe Neill is the New York Time and USA Today bestselling author of the Chicagoland Vampire series, including Biting
Bad, House Rules, and Biting Cold. She was born and raised in the South but now makes her home in the
Midwestâ€”just close enough to Cadogan House and St. Sophia's to keep an eye on things.

Chapter 6 : Blade Bound (Chicagoland Vampires, #13) by Chloe Neill
Chloe Neill is the author of the Chicagoland Vampires Novels, including Dark Debt, Blood Games, and Biting Bad, and
Dark Elite novels, including Charmfall, Hexbound, and Firespell.

Chapter 7 : Buy Cialis Philippines. Online Drug Store
Chloe Neill is the bestselling author for the series of " Chicagoland Vampires " and for " Dark Elite " for the New York
Times and USA Today. Her birth place is in the south and she was also raised there, but now she lives in the Midwest.

Chapter 8 : Blade Bound (Chicagoland Vampires #13) read online free by Chloe Neill
They killed me. They healed me. They changed me. Sure, the life of a graduate student wasn't exactly glamorous, but I
was doing fine until Chicago's vampires announced their existence to the world.

Chapter 9 : Fangs For The Fantasy: Dark Debt (Chicagoland Vampires #11) by Chloe Neill
Chloe Neill is the New York Times bestselling author of the Heirs of Chicagoland, Chicagoland Vampires, Devil's Isle,
and Dark Elite series. Chloe was born and raised in the South, but now makes her home in the Midwest.
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